
As totality you are present within all things— every-

where. Thus you can become aware at the location

of a past inci dent and also at the body awareness unit.

This meets the requirements of the two-terminal physical

universe and is the total super-conscious memory.

163 It is merciful that we do not remember past lives until we

are able, under correct instruction, to release the heavy

shock patterns these recordings contain.

It is fairly common knowledge that the body is the recor ded

total of past evolutionary experiences. You may say this

accounts for the differences in people.

In each lifetime similar patterns of perception occur — see,

hear, smell, feel and taste.

In daily living the presence of similar patterns, three

or four of them, will automatically restimulate and/or

react ivate old past life incidents into actual dramatizations

on the physical body.

The body can dramatize these at an alarming and astound-

ing rate. It is believed that 99% of human ills are caused

from restimulations out of past recordings in the body

forcefields. Would you believe 100%?

c y c l e s   o f   e x p e r i e n c e   –   
a u t o m a t i c   r e a c t i o n s 

164 The group of body spirits is a rugged survival unit, but

their automatic response mechanisms are not reason able —

they just respond to any stimuli encountered at any and all

locations.
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A past-life facsimile or recording activated 100% on the

present body could be fatal. Say the recording is about an

important body dying of battle wounds. In the past-life the

spirit, unable to repair the body instantly and unable to

stand the pain, made the decision that the only way to win

was to leave the body. 

This lifetime the spirit, operating almost entirely on auto-

matic, begins to activate body dramatizations of all these

old recordings and pains. The spirit thinks, “wow! i’ve

done it again!”

If the spirit is not acquainted with the fact that he/she is

totality and thus able to assign and unassign the old

recordings — it would automatically go off and leave the

body again. Of course the relatives will not f ind any

wounds on the body this time around.

Therefore, it is most important that you do not start

hunting for past-lives recordings until you have

certainty of being able to handle them as totality—

the total self.

165 The majority of spirits using bodies on planet Earth this

life-time have entered into hypnotic agreements that

they cannot destroy a thought — can create

with thought.

Old thought form recordings of the past thus become inde-

structible to these spirits. This makes karmic recordings

possible and all the other wild invariables of the time

game.

166 Many have questioned past lives because they cannot see

the pictures or be aware of the recordings. However, as

you begin to regain your awareness and knowingness as

the total self, past life areas with heavy emotional
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charges that relate to this lifetime may come into view and

need to be handled and released.

A light particle, an atom or a cell cannot be seen with the

eye. Neither can you see the picture coming through the

air to your tv set because they are above the visual frequencies.

Your receiving set contains resistors, condensers and 

ele ments that lower the frequencies to the sight level.

Similarly the human organism and its groups of assigned

spirits form resistances and mechanisms that convert past

life recordings into characteristics of structure and 

per sonality in the body you wear today.Your body

circuitswith proper training can be tuned in to visual

awareness and knowing levels.

167 It is important to know how past-life recordings auto -

matically control and condition your present life existence.

Freeing yourself from automatic controls helps to create a

future of your own likes and needs.

c y c l e s   o f   e x p e r i e n c e   —   
e v e r y t h i n g   r e c o r d s

168 The human body is an automatic recording device.

every thing is recorded that occurs within an around

the body forcefields all the time. This recording

occurs whether the body is awake, asleep or unconscious.

With the proper instruction all of this data is recover able

and releasable if it is felt to be necessary.

The average humanoid inhabitants of this planet have

body forcefields, astral and etheric, that extend

outward in all directions about thirty yards. Some advanced

students have reported that certain anchor-points are oper-
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ated and maintained at distances of 10,000 miles to warn

them of approaching meteorites and/or spacecraft.

169 Not only the body as a whole has this recording ability but

each cell, molecular chain, atom and light particle has it.

The sperm meeting the ovum at conception can be exam-

ined as an incident and all the data recovered — including

what was thought by everyone present at the location.

For many individuals the well-hidden so-called subcon-

scious motivation factors for sex this lifetime is established,

if not entirely established, by what occurred at conception.

170 during the prenatal area everything records.

Abortion attempts are primary causes of several well

known so-called illnesses.

There is a tendency among married couples that, once

preg nant, as much sex is indulged in as is possible in the

early months of prenatal, since the wife cannot get anymore

pregnant.

The orgasm on the woman’s part is a muscular convulsion

of volcanic magnitude in relation to tiny cells and zygote.

This is a traumatic experience of great magnitude and 

pro duces in some cases a hatred of one or both parents. 

The automatic survival interpretation of the developing

infant is that he/she is being destroyed or at least a serious

attempt is being made.

The coitus chain of incidents where the small zygote or

em bryo is repeatedly rammed and shaken up by the male

organ followed by the orgasmic explosion by the female,

when keyed-in in later life, produces Parkinson’s disease

and other dramatizations of the entire body shaking. The

male organ becomes the winning valence, which produces

a shaking dramatization by the entire body later in life.
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Moments of pain and heavy emotional shock are the key-

ins in later years that cause automatic dramatizations on the

entire body level.

The optimum approach for creating a body, earth style, is

to abstain from sex activities during the nine-month prenatal

period. Plenty of love and affection, but no actual sex act

where the orgasm is involved by the mother.

It is well to remember that thoughts and emotions record

all the time — thoughts and emotions of everyone around

the prospective mother.

All of these things become the recorded inf luences that

form the automatic survival mechanism that becomes the

body. These recordings are neither logical nor reasonable

ex cept in response to automatic restimulation on the verbal

and moments of pain level later in life. They have the ten-

dency to be absolutely literal in many strange sorts of ways.

c y c l e s   o f   e x p e r i e n c e   —   
c o m p o s i t e   r e c o r d i n g s 

171 This fantastically efficient automatic recording ability of

all cell structure extends through many lifetimes — cycles

of experience of birth - survive - death.

The cells of each type of body at the end of each cycle

retains as thought-form recordings all the thoughts,

emotions and efforts involved in that experience.

The spirit— the cellular intelligence— entering a

new cycle of experience takes the old thought-forms

as blue prints and builds them into energy patterns of

structure. The new body is built with additional
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